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VOFS: A SECURE CHURN-TOLERANT GRID FILE SYSTEM∗†
LEIF LINDBÄCK‡ , VLADIMIR VLASSOV‡ , SHAHAB MOKARIZADEH‡ , AND GABRIELE VIOLINO§
Abstract. A Grid computing environment allows forming Virtual Organizations (VOs) to aggregate and share resources. We
present a VO File System (VOFS) which is a secure VO-aware distributed file system that allows VO members to share files within
a VO. VOFS supports access and location transparency by maintaining a common file namespace, which is decentralized to avoid
a single point of failure in order to improve robustness of the file system. VOFS includes a P2P system of file servers, a VO
membership service and a policy and role based security mechanism that protects the VO files from unauthorized access. VOFS
can be mounted to a local file system in order to access files using a standard POSIX file API. VOFS can operate in a dynamic Grid
environment (e.g. desktop Grids) since it is able to tolerate unplanned resource arrival and departure (churn) while maintaining a
single uniform namespace. It supports transparent disconnected operations that allow the user to work on cached files while being
disconnected. Furthermore, VOFS is a user level technique, and the current WebDAV-based VOFS prototype can operate under
any operating system that has WebDAV mount support.
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1. Introduction. A Grid computing environment allows forming Virtual Organizations (VOs). A VO is
a virtualised collection of users or institutions that pools their resources into a single virtual administrative
domain, for some common purpose. A VO File System (VOFS) aggregates data objects (files, directories and
disk space) exposed by VO members. Expose here means a VOFS operation to assign a data object (a directory
or a file on a VO member’s computer) a logical name in the VOFS namespace and make it accessible via a
VOFS server.
One major challenge in such a file system is namespace management. The namespace should allow uniform
and globally unique path names to be associated with data objects wherever they are located in the Grid [1].
Uniform here means access and location transparency of exposed data objects, and the same view of the file
system at all nodes. This requires mapping a logical name of a file in VOFS namespace to its physical location.
The global nature of grids enforces logical names to be uniform across different administrative domains.
In this work we consider ad-hoc grids built of resources voluntarily donated by VO members. VOFS contains
different types of data objects exposed by VO members to be shared within a VO. This paper proposes a userlevel solution for implementation of VOFS that allows exposing data objects, transparent access to the objects,
and maintains the uniform namespace in the presence of resource churn (node leaves, joins and failures). The
proposed VOFS has the following features that make it useful in ad-hoc Grids to create and maintain work
spaces by exposing and sharing data objects by different applications and VO members.
1. VOFS includes a security mechanism that protects exposed data objects from unauthorized access. It
supports VO membership management, authentication and role-based authorization according to VO
policies including validity periods in access rights;
2. VOFS maintains a uniform namespace despite of unplanned resource churn;
3. The user-level technique of VOFS allows ordinary applications (file clients) to access the VOFS using
a standard POSIX file API, i. e. the applications do not need to be modified to access files exposed to
VOFS;
4. VOFS is easy to use for non-experienced users;
5. VOFS can operate under any operating system that has WebDAV [2] mount support, e.g. MS Windows,
Linux, Mac OS X;
6. VOFS supports transparent disconnected operations that allow the user to work offline on cached files
while being disconnected.
2. Overview. This work builds on our previous work presented in [3] that proposed three ways of maintaining the namespace: a centralized name service; a distributed directory; and a DHT-based name service.
In [3] we have presented VOFS with the centralized name service that has the major disadvantage to induce a
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Fig. 2.1. Schematic view of VOFS architecture

single point of failure and a potential performance bottleneck. In this paper, we propose to build VOFS with a
namespace maintained as a distributed directory where the namespace information is distributed among peers
so that a peer knows location of at least those remote files which are exposed under directories hosted by the
peer. In this VOFS design every peer can potentially learn the entire namespace (i. e. location of exposed data
objects) via a gossiping mechanism.
In the current VOFS design we consider files and directories as data objects. The data objects can be
exposed to any path in VOFS. An exposed directory offers disk space which is used by VO members to create
new objects.
Exposing of a file or directory from the local node makes the data object accessible for VO members.
Each peer runs a file server that provides and controls access to data objects exposed from the local node, see
figure 2.1. Access to the exposed objects is achieved by mounting the local VOFS peer to a mount point, e.g. a
local path. We use the WebDAV protocol [2] to access and transfer files between peers. Use of WebDAV allows
accessing VOFS through any mount utility supporting WebDAV, e.g davfs2 [4] which offers a POSIX complaint
API. Once mounted, access to VOFS is no different from access to local file system.
3. VOFS Namespace and File Tree. VOFS is formed as an ordinary hierarchical file tree by exposing
data objects in to the VOFS tree, i. e. by assigning them paths in VOFS. The VOFS namespace is a set of
mappings of logical names to physical locations. When a user exposes1 a data object (a file or a directory) to
the VOFS namespace, hence the VOFS file tree, the exposed file is assigned a logical name, which is a path in
VOFS. The path may include names of virtual directories. A virtual directory is not hosted by any peer, i. e.
it does not really exist. Thus, VOFS consists of exposed real data objects (directories and files) and virtual
directories that may contain other virtual directories and exposed real data objects.
Initially, the VOFS tree contains only the root, which is initially virtual. The VOFS namespace, hence the
VOFS tree, is formed explicitly and gradually as a result of exposing and unexposing data objects.
Virtual directories help to maintain the namespace, namely, to avoid possible namespace partitioning that
might be caused by unexpose operations. If to assume that all directories in the VOFS tree are real (i. e.
physically exist), then unexposing a real directory may cause partitioning of the tree as the data objects under
the unexposed directory can not be properly identified by a path in the single-rooted VOFS tree. This motivates
introducing virtual directories. The unexposed real directory becomes virtual; and names of all objects under
it remain unchanged.
1 The

expose operation is described in Section 4.1
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When looking up location of an object given its fully-specified VOFS path, a longest prefix match is done.
The object can be accessed if the exposing peer is online despite of whether other peers are online or not.
Mappings of logical names to physical locations are the major metadata of VOFS. The metadata associates
exported data objects with paths in the VOFS namespace. The same metadata are kept at every node in
two tables: remote.db, which stores location information of data objects exposed by other peers; and local.db
that stores location information of objects exposed by this peer. When a data object is exposed, the exposing
peer adds a pair of local file system path and VOFS path to the local.db table while all other peers adds a
pair of VOFS path and physical host address to their remote.db table. When a data object is unexposed, this
information is removed from all peers. The namespace changes only when peers perform expose or unexpose
operations. Peers communicate metadata by gossiping as explained below. All peers know the entire namespace,
i.e which data objects are exposed and who exposes them.
3.1. Design Options for Avoiding Namespace Partitioning. When designing VOFS, we have considered the following three possible design options to manage objects (and their metadata) located under an
unexposed directory in VOFS.
1. Unexpose all descendant data objects located under the unexposed directory;
2. Unexpose all data objects located under the unexposed directory that belong to the owner of the
directory, keep objects of other owners;
3. Unexpose all data objects located under the unexposed directory that belong to the owner of the
directory, and keep the unexposed directory as a virtual directory in the VOFS tree, if there are objects
that belong to other owners.
Supporting the first design option (i. e. unexposing all objects under the unexposed directory), might be
rather expensive, and might also cause violation of ownership of objects located under the unexposed directory.
Note that in the second and the third option, all data objects under the unexposed directory, which do not
belong to the owner of the directory, remain. However, the second design option results in a partitioned VOFS
tree, i. e. a forest of trees, that complicates maintaining of the file system and its namespace. Remind that
VOFS must tolerate frequent changes in its resources like node joins, leaves, and failures, and support frequent
exposing and unexposing data objects in a rather convenient way without partitioning of the VOFS tree. Based
on the above considerations, we have chosen the third above option, i. e. to keep an unexposed directory as
virtual when needed (i. e. when it contains data objects that should remain in the tree) in order to avoid VOFS
tree partitioning.
3.2. Algorithm for Namespace Updates. To transfer namespace updates between peers we use a
gossip algorithm based on the lazy probabilistic broadcast algorithm described in [6]. When a peer updates the
namespace it sends an update message to all or some of its neighbors. Each peer that receives an update message
forwards it to all or some of its neighbours. There will be no loops since a peer never sends the same message
twice.
There are no acknowledgements; instead the following recovery mechanism is used when messages are lost.
Original sender id and a sequence number are attached to each message. Since there is FIFO delivery of messages,
if a peer receives a message with a sequence number larger than the previous number plus one, it knows that
some messages were lost. It will then send a require message to a subset of its neighbours. The require message
indicates which message was lost and which peer is requiring it. A peer, which receives the require message
checks if it has the required message. If yes, it sends the required update message to the requiring peer. If not,
it forwards the require message to a subset of its neighbours. Require messages are forwarded only a specified
number of times. Each peer maintains information about transmitted messages on its hard disk.
Note that the gossip algorithm described above is used only for namespace updates. All other communication, e.g. file transfer, involve only two peers.
Due to gossiping, there is no need to search for data objects since each peer maintains its own view of the
namespace. The namespace view is almost the same as views of other peers even though there might be some
inconsistencies between views caused by update latency.
4. VOFS Peers. Each user who exposes data objects must run a VOFS peer on her computer; while a
user accessing VOFS does not need to run a VOFS peer. However, in the latter case, the user must know an
address of any VOFS peer to be able to mount it and to access the VOFS. If the user runs a VOFS peer, then
that local peer, loopback adapter, can be mounted to become the entry point to VOFS. In this case, there is
no need to keep addresses of well-known mount points like in for example AFS [5]. Every of the VOFS peers
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Fig. 5.1. Interaction between security components

provides the same set of the services that includes (un)expose, join, mount, cache. The services can be accessed
by the user through the GUI of the VOFS peer. The services are described below.
4.1. (Un)Expose. A user (un)exposes data objects using an (un)expose client provided with a GUI in
the current VOFS prototype. When exposing, the user defines a data object to be exposed and specifies its
VOFS path. The expose service stores the logical-to-physical name mapping in the local table and initiates the
update gossip algorithm. If the specified path does not exist, virtual directories are introduced in order to allow
traversing the tree from root to the exposed data object. The root of VOFS is always /. It always exists at
least virtually, but may also be mapped to a real directory. Name collision occurs when the user tries to assign
a VOFS name which is already taken. In the current VOFS, the name collision is resolved as follows: if the
data object to be exposed is a file, its mapping overrides the mapping of the object previously exposed with the
same name; in case of directories exposed with the same name, their contents are merged.
4.2. Join. When a user starts a VOFS peer, the peer joins the P2P VOFS system. At startup, the peer
downloads a list of all VO peers from the VO Membership Service (VOMS)2 . Then the peer connects to some
other peers selected from the list. The chosen peers and the new peer become neighbours. In the current VOFS
prototype, selection of neighbours is random, but it could be done in a sophisticated way. They also exchange
their VOFS views stored in their local and remote metadata tables described earlier. It is possible for the user
to manually edit a peer’s neighbour list through the GUI of the VOFS peer.
4.3. Mount. The user can mount VOFS with any mount utility supporting WebDAV used in the current
VOFS; therefore we have not developed any special mount utility; instead, we use davfs [4] on Linux and
NetDrive [7] on MS Windows. VOFS has not been tested on other OSs but Mac OS X has WebDAV support
built in.
Once the VOFS is mounted, all POSIX file API is supported for manipulating data objects (provided the
mount utility offers a POSIX API). The mount utility will translate the POSIX calls to WebDAV calls to the
VOFS peer.
4.4. Cache. Each VOFS peer maintains a file cache. Read and write latency over network is compensated
by the caching mechanism, which also allows offline work. VOFS uses last write wins reconciliation policy (a
traditional file system policy for concurrent writes), which, if needed, can be replaced by a more sophisticated
reconciliation policy implemented using, for example, Telex [8]. The cached copy is checked for update (compared
to the master copy) when the file is read. When a file is written the new content is both stored in the cache and
sent to the exposing peer, which informs all other peers who cached the file about the update. Also directory
listings are cached, but unlike files they have an expiry time.
5. VOFS Security. VOFS includes a policy-based security, which ensures that only VO members can
access files in VOFS. Access rights in VOFS confirm to VO policies set by resource (file and directory) owners.
2 described

in Section 5.1
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The security infrastructure used in VOFS to protect exposed data objects from unauthorized access is
based on the XACML authorization model [9]. The VOFS security allows to define and to enforce VO access control policies. Its goal is to provide authentication and authorization according to VO security policies. When authenticating the user’s credentials are checked and the user gets a token which can be used
to prove her identity in authorization checks. Authorization guarantees that users can only access resources
to which they have right according to VO policies. Authorization is policy-based, policies are expressed in
XACML.
5.1. Security Components. The VOFS security infrastructure is built of the following components.
Virtual Organization Membership Service, VOMS keeps a database of users and roles in the VO. It has
a web based management interface for updating this data. This interface is protected by a PEP. The
VOMS is also responsible for authenticating users.
Policy Enforcement Point, PEP protects a resource (VOFS peer, VOMS, PAP). Each resource has a local
PEP, which is called whenever access rights shall be checked. On each request, the PEP forms an
authorization request to PDP (or to its local cache) that includes the following three parameters.
1. Subject, which is the single sign-on identifier of the user accessing the data object. This identifier
was returned by the VOMS when the user signed on;
2. Action, which specifies a name of an action (e.g. open) to be performed on the resource;
3. Resource, which is the target resource (file or directory) identifier in the form of a file path.
The PEP sends authorization requests to the PDP, and, upon receiving an authorization response
from PDP, it enforces the authorization decision that can be either Permit or Deny. PEP caches the
answers from PDP for further use. Caching of PDP responses at PEPs reduces security overhead. The
PEP cache is invalidated by PDP when the access policies are changed. In order to further improve
performance, the PDP answers not only to the request sent by the PEP, but to requests with the same
subject and resource with all existing actions.
Policy Decision Point, PDP evaluates requests from PEPs according to the policies in PR, it makes the
authorization decisions, and returns them to the requesting PEPs as authorization responses. A PDP
response includes one of the following possible results:
1. Permit, this means that access is granted;
2. Deny, this means that access is rejected;
3. NotApplicable, this means that there was no matching policy;
4. Indeterminate, this means that no decision could be taken. For example there might be several
contradicting policies.
5. Error, which means that policies could not be checked because of some exception, for example the
communication link might be broken.
For efficiency, the PDP maintains a cache of policies (policy objects), which are loaded from the Policy
Repository. Invalidation of the PDP’s cache also invalidates all PEP’s caches.
Policy Information Point, PIP contacts VOMS to validate the requester’s identifying token and get the
requester’s roles. The answer from VOMS is cached, together with the lifetime of the token.
Policy Repository, PR stores the policies as XACML files.
Policy Administration Point, PAP is a server that makes updates to PR. The PAP is protected by a PEP.
VOFS prototype includes a PAP client that allows the user to set an access control list for a given
data object (directory) in a way similar to AFS [5], i. e. by issuing the setact command or via the
client GUI for a given directory for a given role (user). The access rights set by the PAP client are
applied to all data objects (files and directories) under the specified directory. The PAP client allows
also specifying time and date for validity periods in access rights. The access rights set by the PAP
client are stored in XACML policy files in the Policy Repository accessed by PDP. For example, the
following command
setacl -dir @/se/kth -acl teacher rwid -time 01:00:00 13:00:00
gives the specified role teacher permissions to read, write, insert and delete (specified as rwid) under
the directory @/se/kth. The permissions are valid from 1 AM to 1 PM.
We suppose that except for PEP there will be only one instance of each component per VO. Each PEP
should be placed on the same host as the resource the PEP protects.
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5.2. Scenario of Interaction with Security Components. A typical scenario of interactions between
security components and VOFS peers is depicted in Figure 5.1. We distinguish four different phases: creating
users and roles, creating security policies, authentication and access control.
Creating users and roles (1) The VO administrator uses the VO Membership Service, VOMS to create users
and roles.
Setting policies (2) The administrator uses the Policy Administration Point, PAP to create policies. (3) The
PAP stores the policies in the Policy Repository, PR. The PAP will invalidate the Policy Decision Point,
PDP’s cache. It can be specified in a policy when it is valid. This can be specified as time, date and
day of week ranges and any combination of these.
Authentication (4) The requester logs in to the VOMS, using a web based interface. If the requester is
authenticated, VOMS returns a token that is stored on the requesters’s computer.
VOFS access (5) The requester uses an application that accesses VOFS. The mount utility sends the token
along with the call to VOFS. The call is intercepted by the PEP which protects the VOFS peer. (6)
The PEP asks the PDP whether the requester is allowed to access the peer. (7) The PDP asks the
Policy Information Point, PIP for the requesters’s roles. (8) The PIP contacts the VOMS to check if
the token is valid and to get the user’s roles. (9) The PDP evaluates the policies stored in PR. (10) If
access was granted, the call is let through to the VOFS peer.
5.3. Secure Communication. The goals of secure communication are
1. To guarantee that PEPs get answers from the correct PDP;
2. To guarantee that PDP gets answer from the correct VOMS;
3. To guarantee that the token identifying a user is not stolen. If it is stolen it can be used to impersonate
that user.
The first two goals can be met using certificates to identify PDP and VOMS. Regarding the third goal,
there are the following risks that the token is stolen:
1. During transfer (this risk is eliminated with encrypted communication);
2. From the user’s computer;
3. By a malicious node pretending to be a VOFS peer;
4. By another VOFS peer.
The second risk can be reduced if the VOMS encrypts the token with the user’s public key. Before the
token is passed to another peer it is decrypted with the user’s private key. This means it is not possible to steal
the token from a file in the user’s local file system, unless also the user’s private key is stolen.
The third risk is that someone writes a program that is not a VOFS peer but can issue correct commands
to join the VOFS. If other peers believe it is part of the VOFS and communicates with it, it will get tokens of
other users. This risk is eliminated if peers only communicate with other peers that can prove they are allowed
by VOMS to take part in VOFS. To achieve this it is necessary that all peers can prove their identity using
a certificate signed by a trusted certificate authority, CA. Such a certificate will contain the host address of
the peer and will be issued by the VOMS that runs the trusted CA. Each peer will get its certificate from the
VOMS at startup, VOMS maintains a list of allowed peers.
The fourth risk is that a trusted VOFS peer is compromised by a malicious user that changes it to report
calling peer’s tokens. This risk can not be eliminated since the purpose of passing the token is to let the
receiving peer impersonate the user of the calling peer. The risk can be reduced in the same way as it is reduced
using proxy certificates [10], by restricting the life time of the token and by delegating only a subset of the
delegator’s rights.
None of the above solutions require the user to be aware that certificates are used. This makes the VOFS
easy to use also for non-experienced users.
6. Implementation of VOFS prototype. The VOFS prototype is implemented using Java Servlets,
hence it can be executed on all platforms supporting Java Servlets. The prototype is bundled with Apache
Tomcat. All that is needed to start it is to specify the PDP location and to start tomcat.
Figure 6.1 shows main components of the VOFS prototype briefly described below.
PEP is a servlet filter that intercepts all incoming requests. It translates the WebDAV method of the call to
a VOFS operation and calls PDP (not shown in the figure) to check if the operation is permitted. If
not, an HTTP 403 (forbidden) code is returned.
WebdavServlet is the access point for remote peers and the local mount utility.
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Fig. 6.1. VOFS implementation

ClientStub is a component that receives requests from WebdavServlet and forwards them to the correct
component.
MetaDataModule keeps meta-data, see section 3, and offers the longest prefix matching engine.
LocalFileSystemStorage is a component that provides access to exposed files and directories.
Cache caches remote data objects. If a searched object is not in the cache the call is forwarded to the remote
peer hosting it. The returned object is cached.
WebDAV client API is used (responsible) for contacting remote peers to read or write data objects.
ReconciliationMonitor is a component that continuously monitors the cache to see if an item in the cache
is newer than the master, if so updates the master.
7. Related Work. Sprite Network File System [11] is a distributed file system similar in some aspects to
VOFS. Meta-data (location information) in VOFS with decentralized name service is handled in a similar way
to Sprite. However; the scopes of the two file systems are different: Sprite is designed to operate within LANs;
whereas VOFS should operate over WANs. A main difference between VOFS and Sprite is that Sprite does
not handle partitioning of the file tree since lookup for a file starts from root and proceeds downwards; whereas
in VOFS longest prefix match is done on the entire path. VOFS allows virtual directories for keeping VOFS
operational while at least one real object is in the tree. This feature and support for disconnected operation
makes VOFS churn tolerant. Moreover, in Sprite every node exports resources under predefined prefixes and
specific sub-directories in the tree while in VOFS a node can expose anywhere in the tree.
There exist peer-to-peer (P2P) file systems, e.g. OceanStore [12], which were developed as a file storage
(data store) for file sharing. A typical P2P file system is used to store/retrieve files without support for neither
POSIX file API access (i. e. the systems are not mountable), nor security. Grid file systems in contrast to P2P
file sharing systems strongly require authentication and authorization to protect files from unauthorized access.
VOFS allows the VO members to define and set VO security policies to be enforced by the VOFS security
infrastructure.
Examples of Grid file systems include gLite file catalogs [13], Gfarm [14], and Distributed File Services,
DFS [15]. The gLite file catalogue service [13] is used to maintain location information about files and their
replicas. In contrast to VOFS, gLite catalogue service is centralized and is a single point of failure. The Gfarm
file system [14] uses a virtual tree and virtual directories mapped to physical files by a metadata server, like the
centralized solution described in [3]. Gfarm is designed to be very scalable; however, its metadata server can
become a bottleneck and is a single point of failure since it is not replicated in contrast to VOFS. DFS [15] is
a P2P file and storage system that can be integrated with a Grid security mechanism. DFS, in contrast to the
presented VOFS, has no hierarchical namespace, but instead offers two P2P networks: one for storage space
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Fig. 8.1. Setup of performance test

and one for names and metadata. DFS is implemented using FUSE [16] that limits its usage only to Linux,
while the WebDAV-based VOFS can run on multiple (if not all) operating system, e.g. MS Windows, Linux,
Mac OS X.
Recently a number of cloud service providers and developers of cloud environments offer storage cloud solutions, which, in particular, provide storage (e.g. Amazons S3 [18]) and storage services based on that storage
(e.g. Dropbox [19]) that allow to store, access and share files for many users for a reasonable price at any
time from anywhere, with high-quality of service guarantees. The cloud-based storage is an attractive storage solution for end-users, and it can also be integrated and used in Grids. However there are certain issues
(common for any cloud solutions) to be considered when storing data on a cloud environment, namely, trust
and a single vendor lock-in, as data are stored in the cloud storage provided by a cloud provider, rather than
on the computers of data owners or data sharers. In contrast to a cloud-based storage service, e.g. Dropbox, VOFS is formed of and builds on resources (storage) donated by VO members, and therefore one can
expect that members of the VO trust each other in providing a secure file system. From security perspective,
Amazon S3 API provides both bucket (fine grained) and object level (coarse grained) access controls, while
VOFS does not support the notion of bucket level data management, hence; only provides object level access. Obviously, security mechanism in VOFS is not comparable with Amazon S3 API as file system space in
VOFS is provided by volunteer collaboration between VO members which can not prevent back-door (unauthorized) access to data stored in a host machine or cached on a VOFS peer. However this undesired situation can be alleviated as we consider an implicit trust relationship between VO members. Also, it should
be clear that a VO member without permission to see a particular file will never be able to download that
file. Hence, files are only stored on computers of members who are allowed to see the files. Finally, an advantage of the VOFS security model is that files are never stored on a server. Files will only exist on the
computers of the file owner and the VO members who are allowed to see the file. It is also worth noting that
VOFS is open and free (no vendor lock-in and only the members resources are used,) and that the VOFS is
a file system, not just a storage area, that is the VOFS maintains a file tree built by its users data owners.
8. Performance. In order to evaluate performance of the VOFS prototype, we have performed a number
of evaluation experiments on the setup shown in Figure 8.1. The nodes used in the evaluation experiments are
PCs with 1.86 GHz Intel Centrino CPUs and 1 GB RAM on a dedicated 100 Mbps LAN. We have evaluated
performance of namespace updates, file transfer and file lookup.
We have done two measurements of the namespace update algorithm (see Fig. 8.2). The first measurement
concerns updates without lost messages. It shows how long time it takes for an update message to reach a node
that is one, two, four and eight network hops away from the updating node. The second measurement shows
recovery of missed namespace update messages due to a node being disconnected from the node performing the
updates. Figure 8.2 shows how long it takes to get information about all namespace updates performed while
the node was disconnected. This is measured with one, two, four and eight missed update messages. The time
is reduced if all lost messages are required and resent with one message, now there is one require and one resend
per lost message. Figure 8.2 shows that the algorithm scales well.
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Fig. 8.2. Namespace update performance.

Fig. 8.3. Lookup performance.

Figure 8.3 shows how long time it takes to find out which node exposes a given file. This is a local operation,
since all nodes have information about the entire namespace. The lookup time is about 0.7 ms per file no matter
how many files are looked up.
The read test copies 100 files from a remote peer to the local file system (outside VOFS). The file cache is
big enough to contain all files. The results are presented in Fig. 8.4. The figure also depicts timings for copying
files within the local file system in order to compare performances of the local file system and VOFS. Bandwidth
when transferring smaller files is lower because overhead takes proportionally more time. The overhead is mainly
due to that the mount utility (davfs2) reads file properties before transferring files.
The write test copies 100 files from the local file system (outside VOFS) to a remote peer. Results of write
test are in Fig. 8.4. Cache does not speed up performance since file content is written both to cache and to
remote peer.
9. Conclusion. We have presented a churn tolerant VOFS that maintains a uniform namespace in a
dynamic environment, that is when nodes frequently join or leave the VOFS. The VOFS provides a shared
workspace for VO members and it is easy to use. It includes VO membership management, authentication and
authorization. The VOFS Prototype is available at http://www.isk.kth.se/~leifl/vofs/.
Acknowledgments. Special thanks to Chen Xing (chenxing@kth.se) who implemented the first version
of the VOMS and the gossip based protocol.
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